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Abstract A method for generating protein backbone

models from backbone only NMR data is presented, which

is based on molecular fragment replacement (MFR). In a

first step, the PDB database is mined for homologous

peptide fragments using experimental backbone-only data

i.e. backbone chemical shifts (CS) and residual dipolar

couplings (RDC). Second, this fragment library is refined

against the experimental restraints. Finally, the fragments

are assembled into a protein backbone fold using a rigid

body docking algorithm using the RDCs as restraints. For

improved performance, backbone nuclear Overhauser

effects (NOEs) may be included at that stage. Compared to

previous implementations of MFR-derived structure

determination protocols this model-building algorithm

offers improved stability and reliability. Furthermore, rel-

ative to CS-ROSETTA based methods, it provides faster

performance and straightforward implementation with the

option to easily include further types of restraints and

additional energy terms.

Keywords Residual dipolar couplings (RDC) �
Molecular fragment replacement (MFR) � Rigid body

docking � Fragment assembly � Protein backbone fold

Introduction

Methods that allow the determination of a rough protein

structure or a protein fold are of particular interest in the

context of structural genomics as they allow classification

and subsequently prioritization of a protein structure right

from the onset of a project.

Improving the rate at which structures can be deter-

mined by solution state NMR also requires faster and more

precise structure calculation protocols for proteins; some-

times starting from a minimal amount of input data.

Therefore, there is significant interest in protein backbone

fold determination protocols exclusively based on back-

bone data.

Once sequential assignment has been completed and

backbone chemical shifts (CS) are obtained, Residual

dipolar couplings (RDCs) are of particular interest. Their

measurement can be conducted in a reasonable amount of

extra experimental time (Rasia et al. 2011). by variants of
15N/13C HSQC or variants of backbone triple-resonance

experiments (Ottiger et al. 1998a, b; Chou et al. 2000a;

Jaroniec et al. 2004; Bax et al. 2001).

In favorable cases the protein backbone shifts alone can

be already sufficient to obtain an accurate model of a

protein backbone. This has been demonstrated using the

CHESHIRE algorithm (Cavalli et al. 2007), which uses

secondary structure information and secondary chemical

shift derived backbone conformations together with Monte

Carlo structure generation or the CS-ROSETTA method-

ology (Shen et al. 2008, 2009, 2010) which combines

mining the PDB database for homologous peptide frag-

ments using the MFR approach with the Monte Carlo type

fragment assembly of this MFR fragment library by the

ROSETTA software system (Simons et al. 1999; Rohl et al.

2004; Leaver-Fay et al. 2011).
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By restricting the conformational space to be searched,

much faster convergence can be achieved making routine

applications more feasible. CS-ROSETTA is therefore greatly

enhanced by the inclusion of RDCs (Raman et al. 2010;

Rasia et al. 2011), which are extremely precise probes of

backbone geometry (Bowers et al. 2000; Rohl and Baker

2002; Meiler and Baker 2003; Raman et al. 2010).

However, to ensure sufficient sampling of the accessible

conformational space and ‘convergence’ to the lowest

energy model (CS-)ROSETTA structure calculations still

require substantial computing resources and CPU time for

generating a sufficient number of all-atom models. There-

fore, more conventional and computationally less chal-

lenging assembly algorithms based on the MFR method are

still useful to create backbone folds in a more simplified

and straight-forward way, especially when highly complete

and very precise input data are available.

A simple implementation of the MFR assembly

(Kontaxis et al. 2005), orients all fragments such that the

coordinate axes of their local alignment tensors become

parallel and then translates the fragments on top of each

other. It can provide protein backbone structures, even in

the complete absence of NOE information and is quite

adequate when complete sets of precise RDCs are avail-

able, but still suffers from a number of weaknesses or

limitations. The sequential chain building process is a

purely geometric algorithm, which, due to accumulation of

errors, may result in non-physical structures. Additionally,

relative fragment orientations may be ill-defined in case of

near axially symmetric alignment tensors.

Furthermore it requires highly complete set(s) of RDCs

and it is not easily generalizable for optimal simultaneous

use of multiple alignment tensors. It can be prone to errors, as

accidental incorporation of unsuitable fragments can guide

the protein chain into a wrong direction and disrupt the

assembly process. As only adjacent fragments are consid-

ered, inclusion of long-range NOE distance restraints or

H-bond restraints connecting residues far apart in the pri-

mary sequence is not easily possible.

The proposed new implementation uses instead a ‘rigid

body docking’ algorithm for chain extension. A new pep-

tide fragment is placed at the end of the growing protein

chain by best-fitting the coordinates of overlapping resi-

dues and subsequently its orientation with respect to the

rest of the protein is refined against RDC restraints by

simulated annealing using the IVM dynamics engine in

Xplor-NIH (Schwieters et al. 2003). Fragments that fail to

converge to an orientation compatible with the rest of the

protein are discarded at that stage. The accepted fragments

for a particular residue range are averaged ‘on the fly’ with

the previously built protein backbone and the residue range

is shifted by one residue at a time until the C-terminus is

reached.

The algorithm is in principle capable of operating in the

complete absence of NOE restraints. If, however, a limited

amount of NOE information or hydrogen bonding geom-

etry (Bax et al. 1999; Cordier and Grzesiek 1999) is

available at this stage (e.g. easily obtainable HN–HN or

sequential Ha–HN NOEs), it can be easily incorporated into

the fragment assembly adding extra stability to the model

building. This is particularly helpful for mainly b-sheet

proteins to better define strand topology and to keep the

b-strands ‘in register’.

An additional small set of long range HN–Cc/dH3 or Cc/

dH3–Cc/dH3 methyl NOE interactions, which can easily be

extracted from a 3-4D NOE data set on a perdeuterated

protein sample with protonated amide and/or methyl

positions, can result in further great improvements, even

though the density of the NOE restraints is not sufficient

per se to uniquely define the protein fold.

Materials and methods, description of the algorithm

The proposed method is described in the flowchart diagram

in Fig. 1 and proceeds in four different stages described

below. It is driven by a set of Tcl scrips, running within the

nmrWish Tcl interpreter, which is part of the NMRPipe

software distribution (Delaglio et al. 1995). For simulated

annealing refinement or rigid body docking Xplor-NIH

(version 2.19 or newer) (Schwieters et al. 2003) is

employed. The required Xplor input scripts and restraint

files for Xplor, which have to be customized for each

peptide fragment, are generated individually ‘on the fly’ by

Tcl scripts and in turn the Xplor scripts are executed by the

Tcl interpreter in a separate processes.

The scripts are available as part of the Supplementary

material.

MFR search

In a first step the query protein is broken into small over-

lapping peptide fragments Empirically, fragment lengths of

7–10 residues were found to be optimal.

For each query range (starting at the N-terminus) a

representative database of protein structures is mined for

homologous fragments using backbone CS and RDCs (Bax

et al. 2000; Kontaxis et al. 2005). As database about 900

unique PDB structures, which are part of the NMRPipe

software system, are routinely searched. Alternatively, a

database of about 5,000 PDB structures, which is part of

the CS-ROSETTA distribution, can be used for improved

performance.

To prove that this algorithm is capable of determining

novel protein folds the reference structure(s) (i.e. the

already known structures of the query proteins and its
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homologues) were identified by searching the database for

proteins with small backbone coordinate RMSD to the

reference proteins and subsequently removed from the

search database to avoid structural bias. If this was not

the case, the fragments derived from the reference struc-

ture(s) (or homologues) were always systematically among

the best scoring database hits.

The dipolar term is calculated as RMSD between

observed and calculated RDCs by fitting the alignment

tensor to the experimental RDCs using the coordinates of

the PDB fragment. This is normally performed by an

unconstrained SVD algorithm.

The chemical shift term is calculated as RMSD between

observed backbone shifts and those predicted from back-

bone dihedral angles using database derived surfaces

surfaces, which describe the (/, w) dependence of the

secondary chemical shift.

Additional search terms can be included: e.g. a residue

type homology and a Ramachandran term. The homology

term penalizes ‘mutations’ between the primary sequence

query protein and the homologous trial fragment using a

suitable substitution matrix. The Ramachandran surface

quality term (Kuszewski et al. 1996, 1997; Kuszewski and

Clore 2000), scores the Ramachandran quality of the

homologous PDB derived peptide fragment by calculating

a (logarithmic) normalized probability of the primary

amino acid sequence of the query protein assuming the

backbone angles of the homologous trial peptide based on

residue type specific (/, w) distributions. While not com-

pletely excluding rare conformations, it only slightly biases
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the MFR based protein backbone fold determination
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search results towards the more favoured regions of the

Ramachandran plot.

The final score is calculated as the weighted sum of the

individual terms. Search results with different parameter-

izations can be pooled before proceeding. Furthermore

a priori knowledge of alignment tensor parameters can be

used in the search, by keeping the values of Da/Dr fixed in

the calculation of the dipolar fit residual, but this comes at a

substantial cost in performance and was not used in the

present study. Even when applied, this does not completely

exclude wrong fragments. Selection the fragments based on

Da/Dr was therefore deferred until after the following

fragment refinement stage where it becomes a more strin-

gent criterion for selection or rejection of fragments.

For each query range the best hits i.e. those showing the

best agreement between measured and calculated RDCs as

well as between observed and predicted CS are retained.

Typically for stretches with highly complete sets of RDCs

only 10–20 best hits are kept. In regions with lower density

of RDCs they may not be able to define a unique solution,

but, due to the symmetry of the dipolar interaction, they

may be equally compatible with multiple families of con-

formations. Thus to have a more representative collection

of trial fragments it may be preferable to keep a larger

number, up to 100.

If, because of exchange-broadening, dynamics or spec-

tral overlap, the density of observable RDCs and CS falls

below a certain (adjustable) threshold, and their number is

too low to define any structure, then no more fragments are

retained for that residue range. Consequently, such regions

are later excluded from model building.

The query range is then shifted by one residue and the

procedure is repeated until the C-terminus is reached. For a

large number of residue positions this results in a number

of overlapping trial peptide fragments with very similar

backbone torsion angles and for most of the residues well

defined consensus backbone angles (/, w) can be derived.

MFR refinement

In a next step, the peptide fragment library is refined

against the RDCs and other experimental restraints, which

may be available at that point (e.g. short-to-mid-range

NOE distance constraints, torsion angle restraints, J-cou-

plings) using a very short simulated annealing protocol.

This refinement protocol takes no more than a few (5–10) s

of CPU time per fragment on a Linux desktop system.

Usually direct refinement against RDCs can pose some

computational problems. At early stages of refinement the

dipolar energy term can create large, erratic forces. To

avoid structural divergence in the absence of NOEs, har-

monic restraints are usually applied to Ca backbone atoms

(Kontaxis et al. 2005) or backbone (/, w) torsions (Chou

et al. 2000b). To not introduce any wrong structural bias in

this application the backbone torsions were restrained to

the consensus values obtained in the MFR search. At res-

idue positions where no such consensus value could be

extracted no restraint was applied.

Fragments that are already very close to the ‘true’ query

structure undergo only very minor structural rearrange-

ments in the order of a few tenths of Å, which nevertheless

greatly improve the agreement between the experimental

restraints and those predicted by the PDB fragment. Such

‘well-behaved’ fragments readily converge to a global

minimum energy conformation. Only ‘false-positives’,

fragments accidentally picked up in the MFR search stage,

will fail to do so and get trapped in energetically unfa-

vorable conformations and can thus be identified as such.

MFR select

Following the refinement, re-scoring of the structural

quality of the refined fragments and elimination of the

‘false positives’ is performed using a number of criteria

(Kontaxis et al. 2005). The agreement between measured

and predicted backbone CS or the agreement between the

measured and calculated RDCs is the main criterion for the

fragment selection. The Ramachandran surface quality is a

further important quantity for fragment selection.

The database fragments have to converge to a certain

fraction of the lowest value found within each query residue

range and not to exceed a maximum value for each of these

indicators to be accepted. For the dipolar residual this cut-off

is typically 0.3 9 sqrt [(0.8 Da)2 ? (0.6Dr)2], for the

chemical shift residual it is 4–5 standard deviations between

observed and predicted backbone shifts and for the (loga-

rithmic) Ramachandran surface quality score it is to 4–5.

Furthermore, the value(s) for magnitude and rhombicity (Da

and Dr) of the best-fit alignment tensor(s) must reflect the

target value(s) that can be inferred from their distribution in

the MFR search results or from a powder pattern analysis of

the distribution of experimental RDCs.

If RDCs from more than one alignment medium are

available, relative orientation of the individual alignment

tensors as well as their ‘scalar product’ Tr(A.B) (Sass et al.

1999) can be a criterion for convergence. These values

should not exceed 1–2 standard deviations from the median

values of the whole fragment library. Further details of the

selection procedure can be found in (Kontaxis et al. 2005).

When the distribution of backbone angles of the refined

and converged fragments only is analyzed this distribution

has become much tighter that those of the original raw

peptide trial fragments and extremely precisely defined

backbone angles can be derived for a large majority of the

residues. Remaining ambiguities can be resolved during

fragment assembly.
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MFR build

The algorithm for fragment assembly is illustrated in

Fig. 2.

This alogrithm differs from previous implementations.

Previously, all the fragments were rotated such, that the

coordinate axes of their local alignment tensors become par-

allel to the principal axis frame(s) of the alignment ten-

sor(s) and are then translated on top of each other for best

coordinate overlap (with their relative orientation kept fixed as

determined before). The weakness of this algorithm is that,

each peptide fragment is added to the chain by minimizing its

coordinate RMSD with the previously built fragment. If sec-

tions of the backbone built previously could not be taken into

account, this then results in non-physical protein geometries,

e.g. the protein backbone folding back onto itself resulting in

severe steric problems or knotted structures.

The proposed new implementation is conceptually

similar to previous methods, proposed by (Hus et al. 2001;

Giesen et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2005; Walsh and Wang

2005; Wang et al. 2007; Bouvignies et al. 2006a, b, 2007)

which sequentially place individual peptide planes at the

end of a growing peptide chain and orient them relative to

the protein chain built so far using its experimental RDCs

and sometimes NOEs where available.

However, rather than using individual single peptide

units at a time, in this new proposed application chain

extension is performed by placing the PDB derived 7-10-

residue peptide fragments—as obtained by the MFR

homology search and refinement—at the end of the

growing protein chain similar to (Berardi et al. 2011). This

avoids numerical instabilities or singularities, which may

arise in previous implementation when attempting to place

a peptide plane with an incomplete set of experimental

RDCs such as Proline residues or exchange-broadened

resonances.

Instead of simple geometric considerations, e.g.

searching for best coordinate overlap with the previously

Fig. 2 Flow diagram illustrating the chain extension algorithm based

on rigid body docking using the N-terminal domain of murine cS-

crystallin as example. PDB fragments (in green before, in red after

rigid body docking) covering residue range Phe 15 to Cys 24 are

added to the previously built protein backbone ranging from residue

Gly 5 to Asp 21 (in blue). Experimental HN–HN distance restraints

from Ile 7 to Cys 22, Phe 9 to Tyr 20, Glu 11 to Arg 18, Asp12 to Gln

16, Asp 12 to Arg 18, Arg 13 to Phe 15, Arg 13 to Gln 16 and Asn 14

to Gln 16 are shown as dashed lines. The figure was created using the

program MOLMOL (Koradi et al. 1996). a New peptide fragments

are added to the already built fraction of the protein backbone by best

fitting the coordinates of the overlapping residue range. Mismatches

i.e. peptide fragments whose backbone coordinate RMSD is larger

than a (predefined) cutoff RMSD are considered incompatible and are

discarded at that stage. b The remaining fragments, whose coordi-

nates are compatible with the protein backbone, built so far, are

placed at the end of the protein backbone and NMR restraints are

applied. c The peptide fragments are subject to a brief rigid body

annealing refinement protocol, which optimizes their orientation with

respect to the protein chain using RDCs from one or more alignment

tensors and backbone NOEs (when available) as restraints while

maintaining coordinate overlap with the protein chain. Only minor

repositioning is expected of suitable and converged fragments.

Peptide fragments which diverge to an orientation, incompatible with

the previously built protein backbone are again discarded. d The

remaining accepted fragments are averaged and merged with the

previously built fraction of the protein chain after discarding their N-

and C-termini. e The resulting potentially slightly non-physical

geometry is regularized by cartesian simulated annealing refinement

using RDCs NOEs and backbone torsion angles (derived as consensus

backbone dihedrals from the fragment refinement stage) applied as

restraints. Then the chain building algorithm moves to the next

residue range and is repeated until the C-terminus is reached
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built protein chain, (Andrec et al. 2001; Kontaxis et al.

2005) or agreement of overlapping (/, w) values (Berardi

et al. 2011) a ‘rigid body docking’ algorithm (Clore 2000;

Clore and Bewley 2002; Clore and Schwieters 2003) is

used for chain extension. A new 7-10-mer peptide fragment

is initially placed at the end of the growing protein chain by

first best fitting its coordinates to the protein backbone and

then its orientation with respect to the rest of the protein is

further refined against the RDCs by rigid body simulated

annealing using the IVM dynamics engine of Xplor-NIH

(Schwieters et al. 2003). Again this process does not last

more than a few seconds per PDB fragment. This is repe-

ated for all the fragments of a specific residue range. For

suitable fragments a very minor re-positioning in the order

of a few tenths of an Å is required and this results in a

substantial decrease in dipolar energy.

Fragments that fail to converge to an orientation com-

patible with the rest of the protein are discarded at that

stage. Reasons for that may be steric clashes with the rest

of the protein backbone or an unacceptably large resulting

coordinate RMSD between the added fragment and the

protein backbone. All the remaining accepted fragments for

a particular residue range, which now form a tight bundle

at the residue position where they are added to the protein

chain, are averaged ‘on the fly’ with the previously built

protein backbone, which is subsequently regularized by

cartesian simulated annealing using RDCs (and NOEs,

where available) as restraints. To avoid divergence, tight

dihedral restraints are applied again, which have been

derived previously as the consensus angles from the refined

PDB fragment library.

Advantages of this approach are that any kind of other

restraints, e.g. NOE contacts between the peptide fragment

and the protein built so far, can be used at that stage, too.

This algorithm can easily accommodate RDC data from

several (i.e. more than two) alignment media and restrain

the relative orientations of the individual alignment ten-

sors. Any further type of energy term implemented in the

energy function of Xplor e.g. anisotropic CS or paramag-

netic restraints (Banci et al. 2004), (such as pseudo contact

shifts (PCS) or paramagnetic relaxation enhancements

(PRE)) can be used in the model building.

The chain building algorithm is then shifted by one

residue and the whole procedure is repeated until a termi-

nus is reached. Chain building normally proceeds from the

N-terminus towards the C-terminus, but the direction can

be also reversed, if desired.

If over a longer stretch of residues no suitable fragments

are found, which fit onto the growing protein chain, then

the chain building is aborted and restarted at the residue

position immediately following the last accepted peptide

fragment. Thus a number of larger pieces with or without

overlapping residue ranges are generated which, if neces-

sary, can be docked together in a second pass, using the

same algorithm (see below) if the pieces overlap or, if this

is not the case, joined by gap filling as described in (Ber-

ardi et al. 2011). The final model is then subject to one

further round of refinement using a protocol similar to the

Fig. 3 Protein backbone folds generated for the N-terminal domain

of murine cS-crystallin by the modified MFR algorithm compared to

reference high-resolution structures. The MFR backbone models are

shown in red and the reference structure PDB ID code 1ZWO is

shown in blue. Elements of secondary structure are indicated. The

renderings were created using MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis 1991) and

Raster 3D (Merritt and Murphy 1994; Merritt and Bacon 1997).

a MFR model generated by searching a database of 900 unique PDB

structures and explicitly excluding crystallins from the MFR homol-

ogy searach. Due to consistently wrong torsion angle predictions at

residue position Glu 50 the reverse turn connecting strands b5 and b6

is distorded. b Improved MFR model generated by searching a

database of *5,000 PDB structures including crystallins in the MFR

homology search otherwise applying exactly the same parameters as

in a
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one used for regularization, but additionally including a

collapse energy term, which restrains the radius of gyration

(Clore et al. 1999) as well as a Ramachandran database

derived potential of mean force (Kuszewski et al. 1996,

1997; Kuszewski and Clore 2000), which biases sidechain

orientations to those most commonly found in the PDB.

The backbone RMSD of the ensemble of structures

obtained by the final round of simulated annealing allows

an estimate of the coordinate precision of the MFR model.

The algorithm described here is, in principle, capable of

operating in the complete absence of NOE restraints

although stability is greatly improved by just a modest

number of backbone (HN–HN and Ha–HN) NOE contacts,

which can be obtained easily experimentally from 15N

edited NOE experiments, and do not require time con-

suming sidechain experiments. Of course sidechain con-

tacts, when available, can be incorporated, too, when

available, e.g. in specifically methyl group labeled (Val,

Leu, Ile 13Cc/dH3) but otherwise per-deuterated proteins.

Results and discussion

The algorithm described above was applied to a number of

small globular proteins for which multiple almost complete

published sets of RDC data exist in the literature. Back-

bone structures were calculated using the algorithm

described above for each protein using different sets of

input data and compared to already known X-ray crystal

structures or high-resolution NMR solution structures.

These proteins were: Ubiquitin (PDB ID code 1UBQ, 76

residues), DinI (PDB ID code 1GHH, 81 residues) and

murine cS-crystallin (PDB ID code 1ZWO, 177 residues).

To demonstrate that this algorithm is capable of generating

novel protein folds not present in the search database the

reference structure(s) and homologues were excluded from

the MFR search. Homologous structures were identified by

searching the MFR database using the backbone RMSDs to

the reference structure(s) as the sole criterion. The proteins

found there were excluded from further consideration. (For

multi-domain proteins such as cS-crystallin this was done

separately for each domain to account for potential inser-

tions between domains.)

Various input factors were studied in silico. The number

of different alignment tensors used in the structure calcu-

lations was varied to see how much of an improvement one

can expect from using two independent sets of RDCs over

just one. Then the number of dipolar coupling restraints per

residue was deliberately reduced to investigate if the RDCs

that can be obtained on a fully deuterated (except for the

amide protons) sample are sufficient for definition of a

unique backbone fold. Whereas up to six RDCs per residue

(1DNHN, 1DNC’,
2DC’HN, 1DC’Ca, 1DCaCb, 1DCaHa) can be

measured with a protonated protein sample, sometimes

only as little as three couplings per residue (1DNHN, 1DNC’,
2DC’HN) can be obtained on a fast relaxing per-deuterated

protein. Inclusion or exclusion of backbone NOE distance

restraints (HN–HN NOEs for perdeuterated proteins and

additionally Ha–HN NOEs for protonated preparations) can

make a substantial difference in such cases. The effect of

reversing the direction of the chain building (from the C- to

the N-terminus) was found to be insignificant. The result-

ing models were found to differ by only a few tenths of Å

in backbone RMSD. All different combinations of input

parameters with their results are summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 4 a. Due to exchange broadening a number of backbone N–HN

resonances of the C-terminal domain cS-crystallin of cannot be

detected (Lys 130, Val 131, Thr 135, Trp 136 and Asp 152 to Tyr

156) therefore the protein backbone cannot be built in one pass. With

the chain building method described above three large pieces of the

C-terminal of cS-crystallin can be obtained: residue ranges: Lys 94 to

Val 131 (red), Glu 133 to Leu 151 (orange) and Arg 157 to Arg 174

(magenta). The fragments can be docked to form a protein backbone

fold using experimental backbone HN–HN NOEs (shown as dashed
lines) as restraints to position them relative to each other. b C-terminal

domain of murine cS-crystallin. The three parts of the MFR backbone

model are shown in red/orange/magenta respectively and the reference

structure PDB ID code 1ZWO is shown in blue. The rendering was

created using MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis 1991) and Raster 3D (Merritt and

Murphy 1994; Merritt and Bacon 1997)
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In the case of Ubiquitin very precise input data are

available. Therefore, when using two complete sets of

RDCs as input for the structure generation algorithm

described above, non-surprisingly, a very accurate structure

was generated with a quality comparable, or slightly better

than previously published methods as judged by the

backbone rmsd to the reference structure (PDB ID code

1UBQ). There was also only very little room for

improvement when a limited number of HN–HN NOE

restraints (Giesen et al. 2003) were included in the model

building. With only three RDCs per residue (1DNHN, 1DNC’,
2DC’HN) for each of the two alignment conditions the

impact of the additional NOEs became noticeable.

When RDC data from only one alignment medium were

used as input still fairly accurate backbone folds were

achieved as long as all five types of RDCs were used as

restraints. Slightly better models were produced using RDC

restraints from ‘tensor A’ (positively charged bicelles),

which can be rationalized by the fact that this alignment

tensor is more rhombic than ‘tensor B’ (neutral bicelles).

Again the limited set of NOEs proved beneficial but not

essential.

The advantages of the improved fragment assembly

algorithm became apparent, when no more than three

RDCs per residue from one alignment medium were

available. With the now essential support of the HN–HN

NOEs a backbone fold could be determined for each of the

two alignment conditions. Previous implementations of

MFR have not been able to produce a backbone fold with

this set of input data.

The protein DinI (Ramirez et al. 2000) was already a

more challenging test case. Due to a slight tendency for

aggregation, NMR data collection was conducted at

lower concentration resulting in less precise sets of

RDCs. Additionally, RDCs acquired in alignment med-

ium ‘B’ (filamentous phage) suffer from broadening in

Table 1 Results of MFR based structure calculations with different sets of input data

Protein No. of tensors Types of RDCs NOEs bb RMSD Å to ref./to mean

Ubq A, B N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, C0-HN, C0-Ca HN–HN 0.60/0.18 (0.70)a

Ubq A, B N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, C0–HN, C0–Ca 0.70/0.35 (0.70)a

Ubq A, B N–HN, C0–N, C0–HN HN–HN 0.64/0.31

Ubq A, B N–HN, C0–N, C0–HN 0.76/1.05

Ubq A N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, C0–HN, C0–Ca HN–HN 0.62/0.20 (0.81)a

Ubq A N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, C0–HN, C0–Ca 0.82/0.43 (0.81)a

Ubq A N–HN, C0–N, C0–HN HN–HN 0.79/0.30

Ubq B N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, C0–HN, C0–Ca HN–HN 0.81/0.28

Ubq B N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, C0–HN, C0–Ca 0.80/1.24

Ubq B N–HN, C0–N, C0–HN HN–HN 0.79/0.63

DinI A, B N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, (C0–HN), C0–Ca HN–HN, Ha–HN 1.42/0.36 (1.51)a

DinI A, B N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, (C0–HN), C0–Ca 1.58/0.86 (1.51)a

DinI A, B N–HN, C0–N, (C0–HN), C0–Ca HN–HN 2.07/0.38

DinI A, B N–HN, C0–N, (C0–HN), C0–Ca 2.61/0.87

DinI A N–HN, Ca–Ha, C0–N, (C0–HN), C0–Ca HN–HN, Ha–HN 1.72/0.55

DinI A N–HN, C0–N, (C0–HN), C0–Ca HN–HN 1.86/0.80

cS-Crys N-term. A, B N–HN, C0–N, C0–Ca, Ca–Cb HN–HN 2.10/0.48

cS-Crys C-term. A, B N–HN, C0–N, C0–Ca, Ca–Cb HN–HN 3.10/1.88

cS-Crysb N-term. A, B N–HN, C0–N, C0–Ca, Ca–Cb HN–HN 1.26/0.32

cS-Crysb C-term. A, B N–HN, C0–N, C0–Ca, Ca–Cb HN–HN 1.74/0.87

Ubiquitin: 37 long-range HN–HN NOEs, alignment medium A: positively doped bicelles (DMPC:DHPC:CTAB = 15:5:1; 5 % w/v), 67 1DNHN,

66 1DCaHa, 54 1DC0Ca, 69 1DNC0, 69 2DHNC0; alignment medium B: undoped bicelles (DMPC:DHPC:CTAB = 3:1:0; 5 % w/v), 69 1DNHN, 72
1DCaHa, 58 1DC0Ca, 67 1DNC0, 67 2DHNC0

DinI: 70 (58 sequential, 12 mid- to long-range) HN–HN NOEs, 311 (148 intra-residue, 122 sequential, 27 mid-range, 14 long-range) Ha–HN

NOEs, alignment Medium A: positively doped bicelles (DTPC:DHPC:CTAB = 30:10:1; 5 % w/v), 69 1DNHN, 70 1DCaHa, 69 1DC0Ca, 61 1DNC0,

64 2DHNC0; alignment Tensor B: 8 mg/ml Pf1 phage 58 1DNHN, 65 1DCaHa, 69 1DC0Ca, 33 1DNC0

cS-crystallin: 177 (95 sequential, 29 mid-range, 53 long-range) HN–HN NOEs; alignment medium A: stretched polyamide gel 6 %, 147 1DNHN,

153 1DC0Ca, 135 1DCaCb, 139 1DNC0; alignment medium B: gelled Pf1 (3 mg/ml) 144 1DNHN, 150 1DC0Ca, 111 1DCaCb, 134 1DNC0

a (in brackets): values obtained using the original MFR assembly procedure (Kontaxis et al. 2005)
b using a larger search database of *5,000 PDB entries including crystallins
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the proton dimension due to strong alignment and are

therefore less complete. Again, using the full set of

restraints available as input, one could obtain correct

backbone folds for DinI, which were substantially closer

to the reference structure (PDB ID code 1GHH) than

those of previous implementations of MFR model

building. A problematic region was the loop from residue

Lys 9 to Gly 16 connecting strand b1 and helix a1, for

which, due to the lower density of RDCs (it contains two

Proline residues: Pro 12 and 14), the MFR search did not

converge towards a unique structure and did not find any

structurally close matches among the best 20 hits.

Therefore the best 100 fragments were retained for that

residue range. The inclusion of backbone to backbone

NOEs (HN–HN, Ha–HN) better brought b-strands b1–3

into register and thus corrected structural errors in the

loop region mentioned above. When the number of

RDCs was reduced by excluding the 1DCaHa for both

alignment conditions to mimic protein deuteration a

correct backbone fold could still be obtained and the

HN–HN NOEs further improved this fold considerably.

Using only data from one alignment medium as

restraints, in the complete absence of NOEs neither set

of RDCs was able to produce a correct protein fold.

Indeed, problems arose reproducing the precise confor-

mation of the loop connecting strand b1 and helix a1 (see

above) and the loop connecting strand b3 and helix a2,

which contains a Glycine (Gly 54), with a HN signal

broadened beyond detection, The more complete set of

RDCs acquired under alignment conditions A (doped

bicelles) yielded a correct protein fold in both a ‘pro-

tonated’ and a ‘deuterated’ scenario, when supplemented

with backbone NOEs. RDCs from the other alignment

medium B (phage) were found not to be sufficient to

define the protein fold, because the relative orientation of

the two helices a1 and a2 could not uniquely be estab-

lished with respect to the sheet b1–3. In that case back-

bone only NOEs could not provide any improvement,

either, since the position of the helices are not restrained

by backbone NOEs only.

Murine cS-crystallin (Wu et al. 2005) comprises two

(almost) entirely b-stranded domains consisting of two

Greek key motifs each, but this a priori information was

neither required nor used in the chain building process. As

the linker connecting them is partly flexible and disordered

from residue Ser 88 to Ala 93 resulting in a systematic

reduction of the observed RDCs due to dynamics, it could

not entirely be built by the MFR algorithm. With the

structure of the linker undetermined and no backbone NOE

contacts between them the two domains were obtained

separately. Due to its relatively complicated topology,

previous implementations of MFR fragment assembly have

consistently failed to reproduce the correct protein

topology in the complete absence of NOE constraints.

Including just the HN–HN NOEs was necessary and suffi-

cient to keep the b-strands in register and maintain the

correct topology. Thus high resolution models for the two

individual domains could be obtained with much less

complete sets of RDCs than the proteins previously solved.

In the case of the N-terminal domain the application of the

new improved MFR build algorithm was straightforward,

and the whole backbone could be built in an automated

way from Lys 6 to Ser 88 (Fig. 3). In contrast, for the

C-terminal domain the situation was complicated due to

two stretches of ‘missing’ residues, Lys 130, Val 131, Thr

135, Trp 136 and Asp 152 to Tyr 156, whose amide res-

onances were broadened beyond detection due to confor-

mational exchange (Wu et al. 2005). Therefore, the

backbone could only be built in three separate and non-

overlapping pieces (Lys 94 to Val 131, Glu 133 to Leu 151

and Arg 157 to Arg 174) and some form of user inter-

vention was necessary to correctly assemble them (Fig. 4).

First, the orientational degrees of freedom relative to each

other were fixed by aligning them with the principal axis

system of one alignment tensor according to (Losonczi

et al. 1999). Remaining ambiguities were resolved

by cross-validation with the other alignment tensor

(Al-Hashimi et al. 2000). Second, the translational degrees

of freedom were resolved by docking these fragments

using the available set of HN–HN NOEs and applying a

brief simulated annealing protocol. Nevertheless, as a

consequence the backbone RMSD for the C-terminal

domain remained somewhat worse than for the N-terminal

domain.

In the case of cS-crystallin the whole structure deter-

mination algorithm was performed twice: In one case

the reference structure(s) was deliberately removed from

the PDB database used in the MFR search to prove that the

algorithm was capable of creating the correct fold de novo.

Under this condition, an unusual kink at residue Glu 50 in

the N-terminal domain, which seems to be structural fea-

ture specific to crystallins (Wu et al. 2005), could not be

correctly reproduced, resulting in a somewhat distorted

geometry of this loop. This problem was also evident at the

equivalent position Glu 140 of the C-terminal domain.

When homologous protein structures of other crystal-

lines were deliberately included in the MFR search they

were systematically found among the best ranking frag-

ments. Then the algorithm had no problems reproducing

the unusual stretches mentioned above. This improved

the backbone RMSD relative to the reference structure,

whose structure was already known (PDB ID code

1ZWO) for both domain by roughly one Å, proving that

the precision of this method is essentially limited by the

quality and completeness of the database used in the

search phase.
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Conclusion

The presented MFR-based method for protein backbone

fold determination requires only backbone CS and RDCs

and no or only a minimal number of backbone NOE

restraints. More NOEs between sidechains could in prin-

ciple be integrated in the structure generation algorithm,

too. The new method is more robust than similar previously

published algorithms with respect to the required com-

pleteness of RDC data sets. It is better able to cope with

fewer RDCs per residue and to cope with stretches of

residues with missing RDC data. To some extent, it is also

able to correct structural errors and mistakes. Compared to

ROSETTA, computational requirements are less demand-

ing and implementation of any other type of energy term,

including simultaneous use of multiple sets of RDCs, is

straight forward. A potential future application is a hybrid

approach, in which MFR is used to create an initial model,

which can be further optimized using ROSETTA without

the need to search large fragment libraries.

Software availability

Two large scripts are included as supplementary material:

(1) mfrBuild.tcl which is a.tcl script for building a protein

backbone from MFR-derived PDB fragments, using

rigid body docking for fragment assembly

(2) docking.inp which is an X-plor input script for

docking a PDB fragment with the protein chain using

RDCs and backbone NOEs as restraints.

The complete distribution of scripts (including sample

input data) is available from the author upon request.
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